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Pause,   Refocus,   Inner   Peace:   Guided   Meditation   in   Chinese   
Language   Teaching   

正 念 冥 想 在 中 ⽂ 教 学 中 的 应 用 ： 让 中 ⽂ 学 习 更 加 自 然 愉 悦   

Presented   by:   Panpan   Gao   ( ⾼ 畔 畔 )     
  

  

Workshop   Information   
  

When  doing  meditation  in  a  foreign  language,  students  can  be  immersed  in  the  language  and  stay  focused                   
as  the  nature  of  meditation  requires  so.  Unlike  concentrating  in  class,  students  do  not  need  to  face                   
academic  pressure  when  doing  meditation,  so  they  are  more  likely  to  absorb  the  language  in  this  relaxing                   
environment.  Apart  from  improving  proficiency,  it  will  also  build  new  channels  for  teacher-student  and                
student-student   interaction   in   and   outside   of   class,   especially   when   everyone   is   learning   remotely.   
    

This  presentation  will  showcase  how  to  use  guided  meditation  in  and  outside  of  Chinese  language  classes                  
to  promote  Chinese  language  learning,  deepen  students’  appreciation  of  Chinese  culture,  decrease              
students’  level  of  anxiety,  enhance  the  mental  health  and  wellbeing  of  Chinese-speaking  students.  During                
the  presentation,  the  emphasis  on  script  creation,  in-class  meditation  activities,  weekend  mediation  clubs,               
elaborated   discussion   on   the   theme   will   be   discussed   and   demonstrated.   

  

2   PDPs   
A   certificate   of   2   professional   development   points,   which   may   be   applied   toward   recertification,   will   be   
issued   upon   request   to   participants   with   active   NECLTA   membership   who   register   and   attend   the   session.     

  

Registration   
Registration   Fee:   $0   
Registration   Limit:   300   
Registration   Deadline:   May   25   
Method   of   Registration: https://uri-edu.zoom.us/j/96186699611    (Complete   a   short   

registration   form   via   this   link.)     
  

Presenter   Information   
Panpan   Gao   is   a   lecturer   of   Chinese   at   MIT.   Her   areas   of   interest   include   Chinese   
curriculum   design,   language   pedagogy,   and   cultural   teaching.   Panpan   Gao   has   been   
teaching   the   Chinese   language   at   the   university   level   since   2010.   Prior   to   coming   to   MIT,   
she   taught   at   Harvard   University.   In   addition   to   teaching,   she   has   also   been   involved   in   
textbook   writing   and   teacher   training   for   an   intensive   language   summer   program.   
  

Sponsors:    Confucius   Institute   at   Tufts   University   and   NECLTA   
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